
Netherland    by Joseph O’Neill.    May 2009 

 

 

Most of us seemed to have been very taken by this novel which has put author Joseph O’Neill 

firmly on the literary map – and even onto President Obama’s bedtime reading list! 

What an unlikely book for us to be reading – about New York cricket, centering around a 

Dutch banker called Hans, who is abandoned by his English wife Rachel, and forms an 

unusual friendship with a Trinidadian entrepreneur called Chuck Ramkissoon. 

Nothing much really happens in the book. The most dramatic event is probably the death of 

Chuck, which we hear about right at the start. But it is very absorbing. It weaves through his 

troubled thoughts and his foreigner’s view of New York. 

It is also, we cannot escape the fact, set in a Post-9-11 NYC. Very zeitgeisty. 

 

To the initial question the group considered: Did you like it? 

 

I loved the detail of the things I knew – It was tremendously evocative of a NY that I knew 

from the 1970s and of the strangeness of NY. Collections of people and the craziness of the 

situations… 

 

Undecided about whether I really liked it. 

 

As a cricket fan I can say the cricket descriptions were very accurate – esp the sense of 

camaraderie 

 

-it reminded me of Graham Greene… very descriptive. Though not much happens – Hans’ 

driving test is one of the ‘highlights’ of the book – it manages to be very gripping. 

 

-it captured well the numbness of post- 9/11 reaction. I’d seen it a lot in book shops and 

hadn’t read it because of the cricket connection. Different strands were enjoyable and the way 

he wove them in – like the mother and her life and how she reacts to NY. V. realistic. 

 

-the marriage thing – didn’t really understand that. Fairytale reunion comforted me. Chuck – 

his tour of the cemetery, Staten Isaland – especially the Chelsea Hotel characters – all very 

interestingly depicted. 

 

-I loved it. One of my favourite books I’ve read in the club. I heard Jonathan Franzen speak in 

Berlin recently, and he said he didn’t think 9/11 was fitting material for a novel. But this book 

isn’t about 9/11 but it did bring up a lot of memories of that time. Rachel’s hysterical reaction, 

his numbness… he speaks of a euphoria after 9/11 which sounds perverse but there was that 

feeling. That was beautifully described I thought 

The image of NY as a lonely city was overturned. Among the 8m people living there there 

was an outpouring of grief, possibly relief at having survived. There was an element of 

euphoria. And the book has a lot to say about memory and identity and nationality. I listened 

to the first 100 pages on an mp3 player while jogging and it really hit home to me. 

The fact is everything there felt they had had a near brush with death. Everyone knew 

someone who was affected by it. 

 

See p. 101 – Euphoria ref. 

 



-The marriage stuff I found really painful personally as it hit a raw nerve. When the 29 year 

old asks Hans about marriage – I thought the way he reacted was good. Splitting up, then 

not,… the fact they got together again was the best thing for me, fairytale or not. 

Sometimes I thought – where is this book going – is she going to go to London and get herself 

killed in 7/7? Is it about cricket? 

  

 – the impact on people and the decision they made where to live after 9/11.the questions 

Hans and Rachel face as to whether they want to stay in NY or even America. All very real 

issues. 

 

What about the characters – did we like them/get to know them/find them realistic? 

 

-I felt I got to know her (Rachel) very well. A very vulnerable ball breaker. Very demanding. 

Demanding all the emotional support from him that she can’t give him. I suppose it’s a male-

female thing. Neither of them is particularly emtoinally giving. 

 

Rachel: I thought she was one of the thinnest characters. The fear that she has after 9/11 is 

clear and the fact that Hans has failed to take care of her.  

-How fair is it to put the post-9/11 label on it. Is it the publishers/media who have done this, 

or Is it us, the readers? (the blurb on the back of the book is discreet about it referring to it 

only as a ‘terrorized city’) 

 

The cricket theme 

 

He’s posh. Dutch so it figures he might have played it in Holland. It’s a second league sport in 

the US. It’s the theme that binds the novel. Only place he doesn’t play cricket is the UK,  but 

he wants to teach it to his son.. We discussed whether cricket could ever have a proper place 

in the US. It is, after all, the precursor of baseball, an all-enveloping national sport. 

 

Cfs being a cricket player to belonging to a racial minority. The metaphor only takes you so 

far but it makes you stop and think about being an outsider. 

A member of the group more offay with the sport than most explains the beauty of cricket lies 

in its unpredictability, much more so than baseball – ball thrown up to 100mph at short 

distance and bounces before it meets the batsman…. 

 

Re. Chuck’s desire to build a cricket stadium – it’s a civilized way of warring. 

We liked the way the novel presented us/guided us into the principles of cricket, most of us 

for the very first time – ‘a hidden world I’d never tapped into’. 

 

‘Cricket is a lot more than just fun and games’. – it’s something for chuck that civilizes 

hostile groups and has the ability to unite huge cross sections of the community. 

 

The game is summed up well on p 195-6. 

 

We talked about the power of cricket as a metaphor and the way it has influened the English 

language. …we talk of being on the back foot, ‘it’s not cricket’, ‘he’s had a good innings’, ‘he 

was batting on a tricky wicket’… or ‘it’s a very sticky wicket’ (ie it’s hard for a batsman 

when the ground is wet) – this is a phrase Americans use when they want to make fun of a 

Brit!!! 

 



Hans certainly benefits from his encounters on the cricket pitch. One of the myths of NYC is 

that it’s a place you can go and truly be yourself while the rest of the US has a real 

homogenizing effect on people and communities. 

Ie: the angel can go to NY and wear exactly the type of wings he wants to wear. 

 

There are parts of NY where you can find these lost and intact world – the E. European 

communities or Russian enclaves – like they’re trapped in amber. Like in Berlin, the Turkish 

communities – often more Turkish and conservative than in Turkey. Cf. the Russian sauna in 

the novel. 

 

What is the Chelsea Hotel precisely? (Peter informed us that Jan had stayed there, which we 

agreed was fitting)☺ 

It’s more of an apartment block than a hotel. People would move into it for long periods. 

Dylan Thomas lived there for years. Ethan Hawke (he moved in there when he was splitting 

up from Uma Thurman. This is indirectly referred to in Netherland). 

Hans pays 6000 dollars. But the older the rental agreement the cheaper the rent. Not dissimilar 

to Berlin. 

 

What about chuck? 

We like him. Gangster. Didn’t seem so bad. Don’t get to know why Hans chucked up when 

he sees something Chuck has done. What was so bad? But the story teling was sufficiently 

fascinating that we didn’t question this. 

He wants the stadium because it means having to no longer be invisible. He’s yr classic 

American dreamer and applies this t the world of cricket. 

The game is summed up well on p 195-6. 

 

Hans? 

He communicates through the cricket – a measure of his stunted emotional growth. 

Yet, he connects with all the guys. It’s a great quality in him. 

Writes a cheque for the club. 

We’re constantly surprised by the risks he takes. Takes you to parts of NY I’ve never seen. I 

wished O’Neill had included a map of the outer burbs. 

 

In London we get the first sign that Rachel is prepared to stand up for Hans over the 9/11 

argument. It was like O’Neill was giving us some breadcrumbs as to what she was like, I was 

grateful for that because I could see her better. 

Also an insight into her, p300, when he tells him he’s better, more passionate than other 

lovers she’s known. 

 

Title 

We thoroughly approved of the title Netherland. It worked on a number of levels. Going as far 

as you can go. NY – very far away for Hans. Dutch connection of course. Never Never 

Land…. ‘the place I was unhappy for the first time in my life”, he says. Flatness – his 

emotions, the underworld. Orpheus and the Underworld.  

 

Quotes p244 – Socrates. 

p255. the fear of the electricity going off.  

P109 – the pink sky. 

 

Overall – It’s very dense. It took longer to read than other books. 



The style of writing: the sentences are quite elusive in their meaning, like poetry, where the 

reader has to also do a bit of thinking. Joyous read for that. 

P68 in Peter’s book only – how ‘oddly soothing’ for Hans ‘when I found solace in the pattern 

of Jehovah’s Witnesses walking in the street’… We loved those phrases, paragraphs, subtle 

descriptions. Nothing is overdone. 

 

P135 – on Chuck’s subjunctive mood. 

P 187 – description of Abelsky, in the sauna.  

 

The London description ‘gently down the stream’ on p 236. 

The phrase: ‘it is what it is’, is used, which is apparently a very NY phrase right now. 

 

We also liked the jokes – about the kosher sushi, and the Heimlich Manouevre diet. 

 

We looked at the novel in the context of the classic American films – ‘where a white person 

becomes edified by his connection to a black man.’ But here, Hans and Chuck use each other. 

 

One group member descriped the novel as being ‘like a Schubert Symphony’ – rich with ideas. 

 

Obvious parallels to be made with the Great Gatsby…which we won’t go into here!  

 

The comment was also made about the title picture – which depicts the gap in the skyline 

where the towers once were. Very poignant. 

 

(ends) 


